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Buying a Computer for Dummies, 2004 EditionFor Dummies, 2003
Start here – what do you want your computer to do?
Here’s how to find your dream computer system without staying awake nights     

Forget the horror stories – buying a computer does not have to be scary! Dan Gookin’s proven five-step process deletes the fear factor, even with today’s PC bells and whistles....
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Paranoia: The 21st Century FearOxford University Press, 2008
"An absorbing, entertaining, and illuminating examination of one of the defining topics of our time."--Professor Aaron T. Beck, University of Philadelphia and President of the Beck Institute for Cognitive Therapy, USA
    
Terrorists, child abductors, muggers, delinquent teenagers, malicious colleagues . . . Who wouldnt be...
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Oral Pharmacotherapy for Male Sexual Dysfunction: A Guide to Clinical Management (Current Clinical Urology)Humana Press, 2005

	For the generation that reached sexual maturity in the 1960s, the “pill” became synonymous with sexual freedom and started a sexual revolution. For women it meant freedom from the fear of pregnancy, and for men enhanced sexual opportunity. The new era of the pill has nothing to do with fertility, but everything to do with sex. The...
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Trade Like Jesse Livermore (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
The secret to Jesse Livermore’s legendary trading success
    Although he began his career in 1892, Jesse Livermore is still considered to be one of the world’s greatest traders. In life and in death, Livermore has always been a controversial figure and his methods held up as a model for traders of all generations. Through 45 years...
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Flash 8 EssentialsFriends of Ed, 2005
As a creative professional or interactive developer, you'll be amazed at the exciting possibilities presented to you by the new features available in Flash 8; but as a busy designer, we know you won’t have as much time as you'd like to explore these new additions. Never fear—this book wastes no time looking at timeline basics,...
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Contesting Peace in the Postwar City: Belfast, Mitrovica and Mostar (Rethinking Peace and Conflict Studies)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		“Contesting Peace in the Postwar City is key reading for urban and peace and conflict scholars. In this impressive and meticulously researched book, Gusic reflects on the ways in which divisions are routinised in the everyday landscape of divided cities and skilfully investigates how change and continuity are governed in...
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Windows Server 2003 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
This is the perfect handbook for those who need to  deploy, install, and configure installations, upgrade from previous versions,  understand network addresses, manage day-to-day operations, configure storage,  manage users and groups, and more.

If you’re afraid of getting all tangled up in the mysteries...
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The Elements of InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A timeless, easy-to-read guide on life-long investment principles that can help any investor succeed


	The Elements of Investing has a single-minded goal: to teach the principles of investing in the same pared-to-bone manner that Professor William Strunk Jr. once taught composition to students at Harvard, using his...
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Exporting: The Definitive Guide to Selling Abroad ProfitablyApress, 2013

	"Delaney's excellent book truly is the definitive guide. It easily and thoroughly explains everything you need to know." Steve Strauss, USA Today


	"Exporting: The Definitive Guide to Selling Abroad Profitably is generously sprinkled with Notes and Tips that deliver concise, insightful bursts of...
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Mastering  Microsoft Project 2002Sybex, 2003
Don’t fear its complexity. Microsoft Project 2002 is more adaptable than  ever. Mastering Microsoft Project 2002 shows you how to make Project  really work for you, whether you’re managing a sprawling, enterprise-wide  project or something much smaller. Learn basic tasks and quickly move on to more  advanced features,...
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Boards That Love Fundraising: A How-to Guide for Your BoardJossey-Bass, 2004
A How-To Guide to Becoming a Board Member Who Loves Fundraising
Boards That Love Fundraising is an easy-to-use workbook in which board members will find the information and skills they need to overcome the "fear factor" and become confident, successful fundraisers.      

Written by Robert Zimmerman and Ann Lehman–leading...
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Social Computing in Homeland Security: Disaster Promulgation and Response (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
The sequence of major events that occurred after entering the twenty-first century have all pointed to an effective emergency response as one of the most complex challenges many countries now face.
Social Computing in Homeland Security: Disaster Promulgation and Response presents a theoretical framework addressing how to...
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